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SYSTEM ATTRIBUTES:
Great for categories where sweeping of product in mass is 
common, including health and beauty and consumer electronics, 
and other high dollar items.

ADAPTABLE – Universal in design to f it on a variety of existing retail 
gondola systems across multiple manufacturers, including Lozier, 
Madix, Streater and other legacy gondola systems.  

FLEXIBLE - Cases can be installed independently (single gondola 
section) or in tandem on perimeter wall or in-line gondola 
configurations. 

MODULAR—System has been designed as a starter/add-on that 
shares common components, which in turn, helps reduce the number 
of parts and overall cost of the system. 

TRANSPARENT—Frameless system yields unobstructed view inside 
the case. 

ADJUSTABLE—System includes adjustable side panels that will help 
accommodate varying gondola deck depths, and self leveling system 
to ensure perfect alignment on gondola. 

RESILIENT—Glass of ferings include high impact laminated glass 
options to safeguard high cost goods. Shell produced in a durable 
powder coated heavy duty steel. 

INCLUSIVE—Accommodates existing shelving and accessories to 
merchandise interior. 

CUSTOMIZABLE—Engineered to install around pre-existing electric 
conduit with abil ity to add secondary security sirens and lighting. 

CONVENIENT—Assembly is quick and easy with use 
of standard tools. 

SECURE—Cases accommodate all types of locking core systems. 

PORTABLE—Quick and easy to relocate cases during resets. 
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Each case type (insert types) developed to reduce shrink while maintaining shop-ability and brand 
alignment. Glass specif ically engineered with multiple layers, coating, and core material to surpass 
security and customer safety requirements. ANSI certif ied glass with security f i lm feature increases 
the time to break the cases while maintaining safety to others if threat successfully brakes the glass.

Cases are designed to f it many existing display methods – standard shelving, peg wall, slat 
wall, cosmetic trays, hang bars, and many more. No need to purchase new product displays 
and shelving to f it the locking case, simply re-use the current method. Lighting and clear top 
cabinet header can be added to maintain the messaging and product display expectations 
from retailer or brand. 

SAFETY & SECURITY BRAND / DISPLAY AGNOSTIC


